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pdf downloadgolkes. A: library(httr) url Q: How to find the tag name for a div using jQuery? I am trying to find out the tag name of a div. I am using jQuery. The code I am using is this : alert($(".grid").attr("name")); Here is the HTML : Here is a picture of the problem : This is not working. What can be done? A: is invalid. is valid, but you'd better make it: It's an ID, not a class. Classes are for multiple instances. The
present invention relates to an open end spinning device in general, and more particularly to an open end spinning device which is used for forming loops of sliver. Open end spinning devices of the above mentioned general type are known in the art. One of such spinning devices is disclosed for example in the U.S. Pat. No. 4,278,304 granted to R. J. Dorday, which comprises a spinning rotor, a main shaft connected with the
spinning rotor for rotation therewith, a number of fibers feeding channels each arranged at the main shaft, each feeding channel comprising a plurality of fiber feeding elements arranged along the main shaft, an inlet opening of each feeding element being adjacent to a fiber feeding channel, a filter element located in each feeding
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